
 

SUNHAWK FARM 

FIELD BLEND RED 

 
Varietal/Blend: Syrah / Grenache / Mourvedre / Counoise / 

Roussanne / Zinfandel / Cabernet / Viognier / Picpoule 

Blanc / Muscat 

Farming Practices: Demeter-certified Biodynamic 

Soil: volcanic 

Vine Training: Guyot 

Harvest Technique: hand-picked in multiple passes based 

on ripeness 

Year Vines Were Planted: late 1990’s 

Yeast: ambient 

Fermentation: foot crushed in bins / 24 hour maceration 

and tank settled / racked to barrel after a few days 

Maturation: after 5 months the wines are blended and 

finish in tank 

Sulfur: none added 

Alcohol: 12% 

Fined: no 

Filtered: no 

Country: United States 

Region: California 

Sub Region: Mendocino 

Vineyard: SunHawk Farms Vineyard 

Production #s: 206 cases 
 

“The wine falls somewhere between a dark rosé and a light 

red - inspired by the likes of Frank Cornelissen’s Susucaru, 

Jean Yves Perron's Maison Rouge and other extracted 

rosés that teeter into the light red category. Like its friends 

from Europe, it exhibits an ethereal, food friendly wildness. 

It says, “Provencal ain’t the only rosé game in town.”  

–winemaker’s notes 

 

 

office@tedwardwines.com         212-233-1504 

Subject To Change Wine Co. 

Subject To Change Wine Company is the collaboration between 

winemaker Alex Pomerantz and his wine-loving friends, Joe and Kim. 

The trio wanted to make wine in California that was like the wine they 

liked to drink at home that is guided by the ethos of natural wine with 

organic and biodynamic viticulture, a focus on the vines and the 

vineyard site itself, minimalist vinification with no sulfur or filtration. 

 

In searching to make wines of character, Alex, Kim and Jim sought 

out the true characters and heroes of California winegrowing whose 

contributions may otherwise go unknown by most wine drinkers. But 

a collaboration with Subject To Change and these organic and 

biodynamic growers provides the opportunity to focus in on vineyards 

these farmers tend, such as SunHawk Farms, Coastview, and 

Bonofiglio. So one is much more likely to find sheep grazing in the 

vineyards than lawnmowers buzzing around. And after the vines do 

the work, it comes down to well-timed picks, ambient yeasts, a steady 

hand, and a nuanced approach to maceration and oxidation. 

Vinification methods are simple. No sulfur is added. The wines are 

not fined or filtered. 

 


